Pop-A-Plug® Removal Tool

Remove Pop-A-Plug Tube Plugs with Ease

Quickly remove installed Pop-A-Plug Tube Plugs (CPI/Perma or P2) with our dual functioning Plug Removal Tool. Features nose piece that threads into the pin of an installed plug, enabling the pin to be separated from the ring. Plug Removal Tool retains the pin while a serrated spear grabs the ring’s ID. An integral slide hammer pulls out the ring and pin in one operation. Available in extended models.

Size Range
- Available for tube plug sizes from 0.400” to 1.180” (10.16mm to 29.97mm)
- Extensions available in 1ft (30cm), 2ft (60cm), 4ft (120cm), and 6ft (180cm) lengths

Standard Material
Zinc plated carbon steel slide hammer and pull rod with hardened alloy steel tapered spear

Features
- Can be operated manually with slide hammer or hydraulically with our Small Ram Kit
- Plugs can quickly be removed for retubing or to bring heat exchanger tubes back into service

Includes
- Pull Rod assembly, Slide hammer, Spear, Self-tapping stud & adapter

For additional installation, sizing and ordering information, please reference:
- DC4033 - Pop-A-Plug Plug Removal Tool Operating Procedures